
ALL YOUR 

MEASUREMENTS 
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS



iDaq is the most innovative data-logger today available on the market and provides the 
following benefits and features:

OVERVIEW

BENEFITS

Easy and quick configuration
Independent sampling rates for each acquisition board
Unlimited channels
Data are saved in open file format
File splitting of a unique recording session according to the number of samples, recording 
time or date
Switching among different configurations without losing time
Virtual channels calculated on the fly
Multi-system data fusion
Programmable trigger to define start and stop recording sessions
Management of GPS data
Customizable synoptic panels
Simultaneous access to the same acquisition board
Any connected device is automatically accessible over the net
Programmable with LabVIEW to create custom application
Voice assistant
Real time data filtering (LP, HP, BP)
Data playback

FEATURES

Technicians and Engineers around the globe have adopted iDaq to successfully acquire, 
visualize and process real-time signals. 

Thanks to its easy-to-use interface, iDaq can be used by everybody 
in a few minutes.
Automatic hardware recognition greatly simplifies system setup.
Allows management of multiple HW configurations with one click.
Allows creation of amazing synoptic panels in a few clicks.
Is the only solution on the market capable to acquire real-time data 
from heterogeneous devices at the same time.
Is enriched with a wide set of ADD-ONS available on the web.
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APPLICATIONS

General purpose data logging
Leakage detection
Process and plant monitoring
Engine test acquisition
Temperature acquisition
Long-duration datalogging
Life tests
High speed data acquisition
CompactRIO (real-time system) acquisition
CAN bus acquisition
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iDaq is used in a wide range of applications and fields as indicated in list below.



IDAQ, THE INTUITIVE, COMPLETE AND RELIABLE 
SOFTWARE FOR YOUR MEASUREMENTS
iDaq is the most intuitive and innovative solution to acquire signals from National Instruments-
based test benches and lab tests. iDaq is the perfect datalogger for non-technical users who 
want to visualize and store signals without configuring their hardware details.
Powerful and intuitive, iDaq allows to get reliable measurements in the shortest possible time.

iDaq includes the most advanced technologies for data distribution and allows users to view 
and save signals, regardless of the physical location of the measurement systems.
Complete with an SDK, iDaq allows users to create custom applications according to their 
specific needs.
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A KEY SOLUTION LETS YOU SAVE TIME AND MONEY 
CONFIGURING HARDWARE IN FEW CLICKS 

TIME IS THE MOST PRECIOUS RESOURCE
Engineers and technicians must set up daily tests to acquire signals from disparate sensors. 
Each test session must be configured in detail in order to ensure reliability of measurements.
iDaq is a reliable and easy software that eliminates time-consuming learning curves, ensuring 
that tests are performed on time with accurate and repeatable results.

“iDaq has eliminated the problems that have so far made lengthy, complex and 
sometimes impossible measurements”

"I had never seen a CompactDAQ before, with iDaq I was recording my test data 
after just three minutes"

WHY IDAQ?
iDaq includes all the features you need for your job.
iDaq immediately saves you time. This tool simplifies hardware configuration, acquisition and 
data display without compromising functionality and performance.
From your desktop you can control and operate with your systems wherever they are (in the 
next room or somewhere around the world) as if you were next to them. iDaq is simple and 
intuitive even in complex applications. Since the very beginning, iDaq allows user to get all the 
potential of measurement systems without spending time in studying hardware and software 
manuals.

"With iDaq, measuring and testing becomes easier and faster also for my not 
skilled technicians"
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NEW, POWERFUL, REVOLUTIONARY
iDaq recognizes the acquisition hardware and automatically configures it to utilize its full 
potential.

iDaq is user-friendly as it has an intuitive interface to help users in every step and it simplifies 
the management of all the connected sensors and devices.

iDaq is quick as it permits to store signal data in common spreadsheet formats in a few clicks.
iDaq is powerful as it allows creation of custom synoptic panels in a few clicks.
iDaq is functional as it permits to simultaneously perform different tests and measurements 
using the same acquisition hardware.

iDaq is multi-user as it allows multiple technicians to use the same measuring device for 
different purposes at the same time.
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ONE TOOL, ALL YOUR DEVICES
iDaq acquires data from hundreds of National Instruments devices; it can acquire data from 
DAQ-mx acquisition boards (starting from PCI and USB boards up to CompactDAQ modules), 
XNET-CAN modules and CompactRIO real time controllers. Therefore, iDaq is a versatile 
datalogger software because it allows acquiring data from different types of devices.

Thanks to its flexibility, iDaq allows visualizing and saving any signals acquired with CompactRIO, 
in the same way as CompactDAQ modules or any other device connected to iDaq.

THE FIRST COMPLETE CONFIGURABLE DATALOGGER 
SYSTEM FOR COMPACTRIO
cRIO Driver makes iDaq the first flexible and complete configurable datalogging system for 
CompactRIO. Thanks to cRIO Driver for iDaq, datalogging, visualization and analysis can 
be performed with all the National Instruments products that support LabVIEW real-time 
applications. 

This group of products includes CompactRIO (cRIO), Single board RIO (sbRIO), and myRIO. 
Any acquisition board connected to the real-time device is supported. Any channels of any 
acquisition device can be sent to iDaq for datalogging, visualization or analysis. 

Also virtual channels created the real-time application can be shared with iDaq.
With a single datalogger, you can acquire, measure and store signals coming from all your 
devices.
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QUICK AND EASY HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

EVEN MORE QUICK
iDaq automatically recognizes all the connected devices. Hardware configuration can be saved 
and loaded reducing setup time and errors.
iDaq manages several sensor types: thermocouples, accelerometers, RTD, strain sensors, 
counters, and so on. iDaq has a dedicated configuration window for each type of sensor in 
order to set it up in the best possible way.

EVEN MORE EASY
Acquired signals can be converted to engineering units using least square method. Independent 
conversion function can be applied for each channel.
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LOGGING DATA IN OPEN FILE FORMATS

OPEN FILE FORMAT
iDaq saves data in open file formats like DSV (Delimited-Separated Values) and 
TDMS without any conversion or exportation process. This gives user flexibility 
to view and post-process acquired data with his favorite third-part software.

ADVANCED FEATURES
For long recording sessions, iDaq allows file splitting of a unique recording 
session according to the number of samples, recording time or date.
iDaq supports also programmable trigger to automatically set recording start 
and stop. iDaq includes triggers on analog signals, digital signals and time-based 
triggers.

iDaq can also acquire and save GPS data. This can be useful for in-vehicle 
datalogging system in order to correlate acquired data with location.
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ONE TOOL, ALL YOUR MEASUREMENTS
iDaq supports installation of useful ADD-ONs, additional plug-ins that enhance iDaq 
functionalities with new extensions. 

Users can choose and download the best ADD-ONs according to your needs. New ADD-ONs 
are added each month to our iDaq ADD-ON store.

Example of available ADD-ONs for iDaq are: Easy Datalogger that creates synoptic panels in 
ease, 3D Sensor Mapping that maps real-time sensors on 3D models, FFT that calculates Fast 
Fourier Transform of real time signals and many more.
iDaq ADD-ONs are available in iDaq ADD-ON store.
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IDAQ FOR AUTOMOTIVE
iDaq includes many functionalities created for Automotive field in cooperation with engineers 
and technicians that every day work on the cars of tomorrow. It supports XNET modules to 
acquire data from ECU based on CAN communication protocol and allows creation of in-vehicle 
datalogger system.

iDaq allows multi-system data fusion: CAN signals can be visualized and processed together 
with CompactDAQ modules or any other device connected to iDaq.

Thanks to GPS data management, acquired data can be correlated with GPS coordinates of the 
system in order to perform more profound deeper analyses.
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DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
Intuitive
Immediate

Automatic hardware identification
Automatic hardware configuration
Immediate configuration reloading (snapshot)
Unlimited channels

Accelerometer
Angular Position (quadrature encoders)
Linear Position
Strain-gauge: quarter, half and full bridge
Frequency
Pulse counter
IEPE: force and velocity
Resistance
RTD
Thermocouple: J, K, N, R, S, T, B , E
Bridge
General voltage sensor
General current sensor

Analog output: constant, sin, square, triangle, 
sawtooth, white noise, custom pattern
Digital output

Sensor calibration
Up to 4° grade of fitting function (LSM)
Engineering units
Virtual channels

Open file formats
Custom delimiter for DSV files
Programmable triggers
Automatic file splitting
Storage of GPS data
Simultaneously tests with the same signals

Image exportation on the fly
Data exportation on the fly
Copy to clipboard on the fly: image and data

User interface

Hardware

Supported sensor types

Data generation

Processing functions

Data logging and tests

Data exportation
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Strip chart
XY chart
Numeric
Gauge
Horizontal bar
Vertical bar
Meter

ADD-ONs (data visualization and processing)
Components (data acquisition)

Real-time distributed computing networks
Fast session reloading
Multi-system data fusion
Multi user
GPS data acquisition
Customizable synoptic panel
Voice assistant
Programmable with LabVIEW
Data playback
Data sharing

Password protection for main application
Password-protected projects

DAQ-mx acquisition board
CompactRIO devices
XNET-CAN devices

Dual core CPU
2 GB RAM
200 MB hard disk memory
Windows XP (SP3)
National Instruments DAQ-mx drivers
Screen resolution 1024x768
Mouse or other pointing device

User guides
Tutorials
Support form on website

Data visualization

Extensibility

Other features

Security

Hardware support

Requirements

Support
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Worldwide technical support and product information:
www.toolsforsmartminds.com

TOOLS for SMART MINDS Corporate headquarter
Via Padania, 16 Castel Mella 25030 Brescia (Italy)

Copyright © 2014 TOOLS for SMART MINDS. All rights reserved
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IDAQ ON LABVIEW TOOLS NETWORK
iDaq is available on National Instruments LabVIEW Tools Network since April 2013, with Silver 
Certification.

ABOUT TOOLS FOR SMART MINDS
TOOLS for SMART MINDS is an Alliance Partner of National Instruments. Our mission is to 
help customers deliver unique products quickly and cost-effectively. Our software technology 
is architected from the ground up to deliver high precision, easy integration with third party 
solutions, short time-to-market and long life for customer applications. For more details, visit 
http://www.toolsforsmartminds.com.

ABOUT THE LABVIEW TOOLS NETWORK
NI Alliance Partners accelerate developer productivity by creating LabVIEW software add-ons 
and apps that receive a Compatible with LabVIEW certification and are distributed through the 
LabVIEW Tools Network.

ABOUT THE NI ALLIANCE PARTNER NETWORK
From creating and supporting custom-engineered solutions to providing consulting and training 
services that complement existing offerings, NI Alliance Partners use their areas of expertise 
to help customers do more with solutions based on NI technology. For more information, visit 
http://www.ni.com/alliance/.

Download your free evaluation copy of iDaq at www.idaq-datalogger.com
More info about iDaq at info@idaq-datalogger.com


